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Abstract. This work enunciates the task of input stream optimisation of user task and virtual machines, installed on 
physical servers in cloud data-centre. The characteristic feature of the task setting consists of the fact that the 
deceleration of physical servers computing is taken into account so far as their resources are filled with virtual 
machines. Basing on heuristics, offered in this work, in future one can investigate and build effective algorithms for 
facilities assignment in computer systems, built according to "cloud computing" technology. 
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Introduction 

Recently cloud computing systems, which 
provide computing resources on demand on a rental 
basis, become more and more popular. Cloud 
computing provide infrastructure, platform and 
software as a service which is provided for consumers 
on a rental basis [1-3]. A user can transparently and 
flexibly change volumes of consumable resources in 
the case of changing of his/her demands, increase or 
decrease server capacity along with corresponding 
change of terms of payment [4].  

Generally the architecture of cloud 
environments consists of 4 layers [2]: hardware layer, 
infrastructure layer, platform layer and applications 
layer. In this work we have focused on the 
"Infrastructure as a Service" layer (IaaS) as the layer 
which provide a user with possibilities of creation of a 
needed infrastructure to the fullest extent possible. 
Often the basis for hardware component building of 
cloud infrastructures is the technology of server 
virtualization which allows increasing the 
effectiveness of use and consolidation of computing 
resources on account of deployment of several virtual 
machines (VM) on one physical node (server).  

For all distributed systems there is a general 
scientific-technical problem which consists in finding 
out ways for effective allocation of heterogeneous 
resources among diverse tasks [5]. While the problem 
of resource management contains a lot of aspects 
including those of necessity of hardware solutions, 
scheduling, tasks allocation and load balancing, this 
work refers mainly to general theoretical aspects 
connected with the logic scheme of management 
organisation in cloud computing and possibility of 
mathematical methods application for development of 

allocation algorithms of task flows and virtual 
machines among physical servers. 

 
The problem statement 

One of the important questions for IaaS is an 
effective scheduling of virtual resources and cloudlets 
on virtual machines. Effective allocation of virtual 
machines inside the data centre is very important in 
cloud computing environment for increasing of 
effective use of data centre computing resources. High 
price of data centre infrastructure, significant 
expenditures for maintenance and energy supply cause 
the necessity to develop methods and algorithms of 
effective use of computing resources. Today 
significant financial losses of data centres are 
conditioned by the irrational allocation of virtual 
machines among physical servers (PS). At the same 
time, maximum heavy coverage of servers with virtual 
machines leads to the shortage of expenditures for 
energy supply and maintenance at cost of shut-down 
of idle servers or allows maintaining more customers 
by the same server farm [6]. 

 
Structure and architecture of computing 
environment 

Computing environment built on the basis of 
distributed cloud computing technology represents a 
heterogeneous set of computing resources in the form 
of both same- and diverse-type of physical servers and 
virtual machines. Let us given computing system (CS) 
consisting of physical servers (PS). Organisation of 
computing process consists in scheduling and 
allocation of users' tasks among executing servers. For 
this case every PS should receive a task, load 
necessary software packages, link informational 
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resources, or in other words to load data store and 
necessary preliminary information from data storage 
on PS. The example of this class of CS is a data-centre 
of cloud services’ provider. 

Let us describe the structure and architecture 
of the given CS through the expression: 

),,( RNDC   

where ),....,( 21 NNNN   is physical 

servers which can be both same-type and diverse-type, 
i.e. heterogeneous.  

Every physical server iN  is set by the model 

of the attributes/parameters list and their 
values/characteristics. 

Relationship R  sets the system's structure, 
i.e. relations between physical servers: star, broadcast, 
ring or more complicated mixed type connections [7].  

 
Cloudlet structure 

Let us suppose that the request from a user of 

CS consists in allocating virtual machine iVM  for 

fulfilment its tasks hZd . The task is described by the 

list of features and characteristics i  which are 

presented in the task data sheet. Task data sheet may 
be described using the Job Submission Description 
Language (JSDL) [8], which is a language for 
description of computing tasks demands to the 
resources, especially in Grid and Cloud environment, 
though it is not limited by these ones.  

To perform these tasks it is necessary to have 
a certain set of programs and data. Program modules 

can be contained in one package jPt  (single-module 

package) or in different modules (multi-module 
package), they are kept in different places 
respectively. Similarly, data and information 
resources or information modules can be kept in one 
segment or in different segments of data storage 
system (DSS), which can be built basing on different 
technologies of SAN, DAS, NAT type. 

 
Mathematical model of virtual machine allocation 
in cloud computing environments 

Let us suppose that the organisation or 
scheduling of computing processes in CS is performed 
according to the two-/three-fold allocation scheme in 
the following way: 

1) selection of the physical servers set iN  out of the 

given structure of a computing system DS ; 

2) virtual machines allocation iVM  among physical 

servers iN ; 

3) tasks allocation hZd  among virtual machines 

iVM ; 

4) allocation or assignment of resource packages 

jPt  necessary for the task processing hZd . 

Variants of tasks allocation hZd  among the 

set iVM ; 

- one VM can perform several tasks; 
- one VM performs only one task. 
Now basing on the above shown concept of 

computing processes organisation in cloud 
environment, i.e. VM and tasks allocation among PS, 
we can define a task of load allocation and balancing. 
Let us suppose that CS does not contain previously 
installed application programs which will be 
necessary for processing of user's tasks.  

Lifecycle of CS work consists of service 
cycles of request/tasks packages or implementing of 
tasks: 

,...,...,,...,,, 321 zi CsCsCsCsCsLC   

Every working cycle starts from the time 

ntt   of delivery of a new portion of requests 

 ,)( iZpZpK  hi ,1  from input stream of 

requests 

,...,...,,...,,,)( 321 zi ZpZpZpZpZpZpP   

up to the time
ktt  , when the performing of the last 

stream of the chosen request portion is finished. 
Let us suppose that in the moment of time 

ntt   CS includes a variety of physical servers PS: 

 ,iNN   ni ,1  

We have a variety of virtual machines (VM) 
which are to be allocated among PS:  

 ,iVMVM  mi ,1  

Let us suppose that in the moment of time 
ntt   there is fulfilled the 1n  cycle of 

requests/tasks services; 

in the moment of time 
ntt   there is 

started the performing of service cycle n ; 

in the moment of time 
1 ntt  there were 

chosen requests/tasks from the input pool of requests: 
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 ,iZdZd  pi ,1  

Tasks  ,iZdZd   can be from one user or 

from several users. Let us consider that all the 
requests/tasks are from one user. This allows us not to 
take into account demands and interests of different 
groups of actors. 

Every type of participants or classes of the 
computing process cycle of requests servicing is 
characterised by certain properties, attributes, 
characteristics which can be formally represented in 
the form of markers:  

Physical server iN  is characterised by the 

following set of markers: 
))(),...,(),...,(),...,(),(()( 21 imihikiii NNNNNN    

where )(1 iN  is a marker of production or 

operating speed of a iN  server's processor;  

)(2 iN  is a marker of capacity/volume of a 

random access memory of a server iN , additional 

definition of this marker will be as )( iNMr ;  

Summary memory capacity of CS servers: 





n

i
iNMrNMr

1

)()(  

)(3 iN  is a marker of cache memory 

capacity of server iN ; 

)(4 iN  is a marker of storage capacity of 

server iN ; 

)(5 iN  is a marker of accessibility of 

server iN ; 

)(6 iN  is a marker of reliability of server 

iN ; 

)(7 iN  is a marker of security of server 

iN ; 

Virtual machine iVM  is characterised by 

the following markers: 
))(),...,(),...,(),...,(),(()( 21 imihikiii VMVMVMVMVMVM    

where )(1 iVM  is the number of cores of 

CS; 

)(2 iVM  is a marker of capacity/volume of 

random access memory of CS iVM ; 

)(3 iVM  is a marker of storage capacity of 

CS iVM ; 

)(4 iVM  is a marker of previous 

installation of operating system of server iVM ; 

)(5 iVM  is a marker of reliability of 

server iVM ; 

)(6 iVM  is a marker of security of CS 

iVM ; 

)(7 iVM  is a marker of cost per time unit 

of CS's work iVM ; 

Task iZd  is characterised by the following 

markers: 
))(),...,(),...,(),...,(),(( 21 imihikiii ZdZdZdZdZdZd   

where )(1 iZd  is a marker of time of 

receiving of task iZd  for servicing; 

)(2 iZd  is a marker of the urgency of 

fulfilment ,iZd  additional definition of an urgency 

marker of task fulfilment shall be set as: )( iZdSh ; 

)(3 iZd is a marker of allowable duration of 

fulfilment iZd ; 

)(4 iZd is a marker of allowable cost of 

fulfilment iZd ; 

)(5 iZd  is a marker of necessary continuity 

level iZd ; 

)(6 iZd  is a marker of necessary security 

level iZd ; 

)(7 iZd  is a marker of necessary memory 

capacity for fulfilment iZd , additional definition of a 

marker of necessary memory capacity for the task will 

be as : )( iZdMr ; 

Summary memory capacity for fulfilment of 
all tasks:  





m

i
iZdMrZdMr

1

)()(  

Value of a characteristic or a marker of 

fulfilment urgency iZd  can be as follows: 

))(),...,(),...,(),...,(),(()( 11112111 idigijiii ZdZdZdZdZdZd    

where )(11 iZd = 1 is a marker of fulfilment 

urgency iZd - non-urgent, 
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)(12 iZd = 2 is a marker of fulfilment 

urgency iZd - not very urgent, 

)(13 iZd = 3 is a marker of fulfilment 

urgency iZd - a bit urgent, 

)(14 iZd = 4 is a marker of fulfilment 

urgency iZd - urgent, 

)(15 iZd = 5 is a marker of fulfilment 

urgency iZd - very urgent, 

It is supposed that among all the PS there is 
always one or more PS which complies with the 
requirements of any free-hand task. 

 
Rules of tasks allocation 

Previously implement the following 
assumptions. 

 
Assumption 1. Assessment of tasks homogeneity 

Let us suppose that the characteristics of 
tasks are homogeneous and are included in one 
portion because of homogeneity of their markers 
values. 

Two tasks ),( kh ZdZd  are homogeneous if 

for their markers the following types of restrictions 
are performed: 

For the set marker j  of a pair of tasks 

),( kh ZdZd : 

]))(()),(([ ikkihhi ZdZdj    

For all markers j  of tasks ),( kh ZdZd : 

]))(()),(([ ikkihhi ZdZdj    

For different pairs kh,  of tasks according 

to the set marker j : 

]))(()),(([, ikkihhi ZdZdkh    

For different pairs kh,  of tasks and for 

all markers j : 

]))(()),(([,, ikkihhi ZdZdjkh    

 
Assumption 2. Service strategies 

If tasks ),( kh ZdZd  are homogeneous for 

their important (target) markers, for their servicing a 
concrete service strategy can be applied, for example, 

strategy jCtj # . The following can serve as target 

markers: cost of service, time of service, memory 
capacity taken by tasks [9-10] etc. The service with 

the following criteria for all tasks is taken as a service 
strategy, for example:  

Strategy #1: minimization of the summary 
cost of fulfilment of all tasks. Strategy #2: 
maximization of the summary speedwork of 
fulfilment of all tasks. 

In case of non-homogeneity of tasks 

 ,iZdZd   pi ,1  it is necessary to make their 

content homogeneous. One of the methods of making 
tasks content homogeneous is a grouping of tasks 

 ,iZdZd  pi ,1  on the basis of adjacency of 

markers value. We suppose that tasks  ,iZdZd  , 

pi ,1  are divided into several task groups which 

have similar values of target markers: cost of task 
fulfilment, speedwork of task fulfilment etc. 

Grouping of task is serviced by a separate 
cycle of tasks servicing. For servicing of every task 
we define the order/rule of optimal servicing and 
criteria of task servicing, which are set by an expert 
on the basis of the experience, that's why these rules 
are heuristical. 

 
Heuristics 1 

If the fulfilment of group of tasks  iZd  is 

not urgent, i.e.   ,1 iZdSh  the following can be 

applied as the criteria for tasks allocation: 
"minimization of the summary cost of fulfilment of all 
tasks". 

Basing on this requirement let us define the 
task in the following way: 





n

i
iiij yst

1

min**  

)()(
1

i

m

i
i NMrZdMr 



, 

,Tti   

Where 

is  is a price of usage, i.e. price for functioning and 

operation of a server iN  per unit of time; 

iy  is a marker of the fact, whether the server iN  is 

chosen or not. If the server iN  is chosen, 1iy  

otherwise 0iy ; 

ijt  is a forecasting duration of fulfilment of task iZd  

on server iN ; 
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m

i
iZdMr

1

)(  is a summary capacity of random 

access memory necessary for fulfilment of tasks 

allocated on the server iN , ni ,1 ; 

)( iNMr  random access memory capacity of server 

iN . 

T  is the upper limit n  of service cycle of tasks or 
maximum time of fulfilment of tasks by servers. 

In other words, "Summary memory capacity 

for fulfilment of all tasks: 


m

i
iZdMr

1

)( ” < 

“Summary memory capacity of physical servers of 

CS: 



n

i
iNMrNMr

1

)()( ”. So, the following 

requirement to the emphasising of servers shall be 
fulfilled for fulfilment of tasks out of the variety of the 
existed ones: 





m

i
iZdMrZdMr

1

)()( < 



n

i
iNMrNMr

1

)()( , 

or )()( NMrZdMr   

 
Heuristics 2.  

Summary traffic of cost of functioning and 

operation of all emphasised servers N   shall be 
minimum: 





L

i
ii ys

1

min*  

 
Solving of task 

The solving of this task can be implemented 
directly. However this approach to the solving of task 
is not reasonable one when a small amount of tasks 

 ,iZdZd   pi ,1  are to be allocated among 

big number of servers,  ,iNN   ni ,1  i.e. 

NZd  . In this variant of task the process of its 

solving can be simplified by means of stage by stage 
way of solving. So, the solving of this task or 
fulfilment of its requirements in the case of 

NZd   is reached on two stages in the 

following way: 
 
Stage 1 

First of all one should select such number of 

servers  ,iNN  Li ,1  out of the existing 

servers  ,iNN   ni ,1  where nL   in 

such a way that for the selected servers N   

conditions  ),()( iZdMrZdMr Li ,1  

were performed. 
In order to fix the selected servers one should 

use vector ,iyy   Li ,1  where ,1iy  if on 

the server iN  there is at least one VM and ,0iy  

otherwise. 

Cost of unit of work of server iN  shall be 

defined as is , which is a constant value for all the 

period of work of server, although in general case it 
can be a variable one and can depend on the value of 
available space in server's random access memory. 

Duration of fulfilment/solving of task shall 

be defined as )( iZd , which depends on the value 

of occupied space (level of fullness) of the random 
access memory of the server. Duration of fulfilment of 

task iZd - )( iZd  can approximately be calculated 

by means of the following correspondence/ratio: 

100%;  to% from71 filled ismemory  sserver' )( if,

70%;  to% 61 from filled ismemory  sserver' )( if,

 60%;  to% 41 from filled ismemory  sserver' )( if,

 ; 40%  to0% from filled ismemory  sserver' )( if,

=)(

4

3

2

1

ii

ii

ii

ii

i

NMr

NMr

NMr

NMr

Zd











  

New cycle of task servicing starts from the 

selection of servers N   which will be used in 
servicing tasks of the current cycle. 

1) Select cheap servers for operation in such 
a way that: 

first of all there is enough resources for 
placement all the VM, i.e. the condition shall be met: 

)()( NMrZdMr   

where, 



m

i
iZdMrZdMr

1

)()( , 



n

i
iNMrNMr

1

)()(  

secondly, summary traffic of cost of 
functioning and operation of all emphasised servers 

N   shall be minimum: 





L

i
ii ys

1

min*   (1) 

where is  is traffic of usage, i.e. price for 

functioning and operation of a server iN  per unit of 

time;  
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iy  is a marker of the fact, whether the server 

iN  is chosen or not. If the server iN  is chosen, 

1iy  otherwise 0iy ; 

Thus, a domain function N   out of variety 

N  of servers will be chosen and named work 

domain function. Production servers will be used in 
further n  cycle of service of tasks/requests by means 
of load and installation of virtual machines and tasks 
on them. 
Stage 2 

Tighten the selected servers with tasks in 
such a way that in new n  cycle of task servicing in 
the environment of the emphasised servers 

 ,iNN   Li ,1  it was necessary to 

place/pack the variety of tasks 

 ,iZdZd  pi ,1  in such a way that the 

summary expenditures for the time of fulfilment, 
respectively, the cost of the fulfilled tasks 

 ,iZdZd   pi ,1  were minimum. 

This requirement is performed by means of 
defining of a task in such a way. 

Let:  ,iZdZd   pi ,1  and 

 ,iNN   Li ,1 . 

The task is that the tasks 

 ,iZdZd  pi ,1  shall be allocated among 

servers  ,iNN   Li ,1  in such a way that the 

actually needed time for fulfilment of every task 

,iZd  is taken into account. The formula (1) will be 

as follows: 





n

i
iiij yst

1

min**  (2) 

where ijt  is actual time needed for fulfilment 

of every task iZd  on server jN ; 

Calculation of time ijt  of fulfilment of task 

iZd  on server jN  is performed in such a way: 

from the task data sheet iZd  it is known how much 

time is needed to fulfil )( i
n Zdt  on "test" computer 

mIC  on which there were investigated 

characteristics of a task iZd . The speedwork of this 

computer is )( mIC . 

Suppose that the task iZd  is to be fulfilled 

on server jN  its speedwork is known and fixed in 

the marker )(1 iN  and is used for recalculation of 

duration of time of fulfilment of this task iZd  on 

server iN  in the following way:  

))(/)((*)(),( 1 mii
n

ii ICNZdtNZd    

where ),( ii NZd  is the duration of time of 

fulfilment of task iZd  on server jN ; 

)( i
n Zdt  is the duration of time of fulfilment 

of iZd  on the "test" computer mIC ; 

)(1 iN  is a marker capacity, productivity, 

speed of work of the processor of server iN ; 

)( mIC  is the speedwork of the "test" 

computer mIC ; 

))(( 1 iN  is the value (numeric value) of a 

marker )(1 iN ; 

Thus we can define the value ijt  and it is: 

),( ii NZd . 

On this stage we finish the solving of the task 
of the task allocation among servers in such a way that 
the price for fulfilment of all the tasks is minimized. 

 
Conclusion and future plans 

Considering that this task can be solved 
under the conditions of uncertainties, irregularities, 
disbalance of tasks fulfilment can occur in the process 
of tasks performance. Consequently, in the process of 
tasks performance it is necessary to keep track of 
regularity on the servers input and it is also necessary 
to finish loading of those servers which work queue 
on input is finished quicker from the list of input tasks 
of those servers which are late to fulfil tasks along 
with other servers. Thus, minimization of performance 
time of all the tasks by all the servers is reached both 
for the account of optimal allocation of tasks among 
servers and for the account of constant balancing of 
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servers' load on input of task performance by these 
servers. 

In the further works we plan to implement a 
genetic algorithm to solve the second part of the 
above mentioned task. 
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